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1999 LEGACY1999 LEGACY1999 LEGACY1999 LEGACY1999 LEGACY 8-12-98

SUBJECT: Addendum to Foglamp Installation Instructions

Please be advised that there is an additional step that must be completed in order to
successfully

install the 1999 Legacy Fog Lamp (P/N H4510AC500). See the additional steps attached.

Place a copy of this Bulletin in all Kits in your inventory.

15-103-98

APPLICABILITY

CAUTION
VEHICLE SERVICING PERFORMED BY UNTRAINED PERSONS COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY TO THOSE PERSONS OR TO OTHERS.

Subaru Service Bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians ONLY. They are written to inform those technicians of conditions that may occur in some vehicles, or to provide
information that could assist in the proper servicing of the vehicle. Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, safety instructions, and know-how to do the job correctly and safely.
If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that this Service Bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that your vehicle will have that condition.



1. Remove the dash panel undercover (2 screws) and the meter visor
(4 screws).

2. Remove the inside left  switch dash blank (left of the steering column) by
disengaging the plastic lock tabs on the back side of the dash blank.

3. Disengage the non-functional wire connector from the dash blank. Remove the
connector and cut the wires at approximately 2” back from the end of the connector.
Tape each wire and then tape the wires to the security system status indicator harness.

4. Connect the 6-pole connector (Yellow) of the  Fog Lamp cord assembly to the switch
assembly through the dash blank opening and install the switch.

5. Connect the 4-pole connector (White) of the cord assembly to the relay assembly and
install the relay assembly to the bracket over the fuse box.

6. Route the harness above the steering column by following the thick black-taped
vehicle harness. Fasten the cord assembly with tie wraps at the locations shown by the
arrows (2 places).
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Additional Tools Required:
1 - Connector Terminal Removal Tool
1 - Wire Cutter
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3. Cord assembly connection with switch and relay
(REVISED)
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INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

ADDENDUM

1. Remove the 15-pole connector (Gray) from the lower part of the fuse box.

2. Remove the terminal (pin) [white wire w/blue tracer] which occupies
the right corner hole of the gray 15-pole connector, shown in
the illustration. The wire terminal can be removed by using a thin
blade screw driver or a connector terminal removal tool. Work carefully.
Don’t break the connector or terminal.

3. Once the wire is removed from the connector, remove the terminal by
cutting the wire at approximately 2” back from the end of the terminal.
Tape the end of the wire and then tape the wire to the vehicle harness.

4. Insert the Fog Lamp harness terminal into the hole previously
occupied by the white wire w/blue tracer (right corner hole of the gray
15-pole connector). To insure proper installation of the terminal, pull
on the fog lamp wire to make sure that it is locked into the connector.
For proper operation, the terminal must be securely locked in the connector.

5. Continue with the remainder of the Fog Lamp Kit installation.

4. Cord assembly connection with 15-pole connector
(REVISED)

22 pole connector (Brown)
20.pole connector (Blue)


